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SUMMARY
The current deliverable presents general information on the website followed by screenshots
of the website outlining all website pages. The website has been online since Oct 2020 at the
following address: https://www.nautilos-h2020.eu/.
The website content will still be updated until the end of the project and 2 years after its end.
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I.

GENERAL INFORMATION

At the beginning of the project, in Oct 2020, The NAUTILOS domain name was acquired
(www.nautilos-h2020.eu) and the website (initially via a single landing page) was live. As of
March 2021, the website was fully developed. In collaboration with all partners and close
cooperation with the WP10 leader, EurOcean, EP has designed and developed the project’s
website and will update and maintain it throughout the project’s duration, including 2 years
after the project’s end. Thus, project partners, key stakeholders and the public will have access
to the knowledge and data accumulated during the project even beyond its timeframe.

1. NAUTILOS WEBSITE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES:
The website has the following goals:
o Raise awareness on the project’s thematic, objectives, activities and results,
o Increase the visibility of the project and its partners,
o Build understanding of the project’s thematic,
o Enable effective communication between the project and external stakeholders, the
press and the wider public,
o Enable synergies and engagement with the project’s activities, including wider scale
engagement for the 5 citizen science campaigns,
o Facilitate the exploitation of the project’s results.

2. MONITORING, STATISTICS AND PERFORMANCE
Website’s performance, metrics, statistics, trends, and the impact of each activity performed
on the website, will be periodically analysed via Google Analytics. This will inform project
partners of:
o Unique users count visiting the website,
o Average visit time and bounce rate,
o Languages and locations of visitors,
o Number of page views and average page views per visit,
o Top landing page and bounce rate for different pages.
Google Analytics data will be regularly analysed (every 2 months as part of the internal Work
Package Status Reports) and amendments made to improve the user experience.
To improve the user experience and performance in organic search results the website will be
optimised via:
o Keywords and meta tags: Primary keywords will be targeted for each website page,
o Content optimisation and submission: page titles are created, strategic search phrases
are placed on pages, page URLs will be optimised, title tags will be optimised,
o Social media share buttons will be installed,
o Testing and measuring: active usage of Google Analytics to further improve the
website’s performance.
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II.

SITEMAP

The website presents the project in detail through a modern website with the following subsections:
o Home
o The Project
o Overview
o Activities
o Objectives
o Partners
o Demonstrations
o Citizen Science
o News
o News
o Events
o Resources
o Promotional Material
o Newsletter
o Press Releases
o Contact
o Private Area leading to ownCloud for the partners.
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III.

HOME

The home page of the website provides access to major sections of the project by scrolling as
you can see hereunder:
o A prompt for website visitors to subscribe to the project’s newsletter is placed at the
top of the page for better visibility:

o The website’s navigation tab

o A carousel (slider design) has been placed at the top of the page to display different
content with a changing focus based on project developments:

o Reference to the project overview and a quotation by the project coordinator follow:
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o An interactive map (in development) contains references to the partners, the
coordinates (if known/applicable) to the demonstrations and citizen science
campaigns. Currently the map is in development with the aim being to display
hyperlinks and additional information for the specific demonstrations and citizen
science campaigns and the partners:

o Reference to the project activities section

o Reference to the project partners section

o Footer providing the disclaimer, link to the Data Policy, linkages to the project’s social
media and project specific contacts (coordinator, communication lead and project
manager):
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IV.

DATA POLICY

The data policy opens from the home page’s footer and outlines information on how the
website will deal with any personal data and comply with GDPR regulation.
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V.

THE PROJECT

The project sections has three subsections:
o Overview

o Activities – overview of the range of activities to be performed during the full
timeframe of the project displayed in an interactive format.
o Main View

o View when additional information has been displayed
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o Objectives – overview of the project’s objectives
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VI.

PARTNERS

The partners section lists all 21 partners providing additional information on the description of
the organisation, the role of the organisation within NAUTILOS as well as providing details on
the project’s teams.
o Main view

o View when an information on a partner has been displayed
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VII. DEMONSTRATIONS
Overview of the range of demonstration to be performed during the full timeframe of the
project displayed in an interactive format. As additional information becomes available the
information will be displayed on a new page for each demonstration.
o Main View
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o View when additional information has been displayed
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VIII. CITIZEN SCIENCE
Overview of the range of citizen science campaigns to be performed during the full
timeframe of the project displayed in an interactive format. As additional information
becomes available the information will be displayed on a new page for each citizen science
campaign. If applicable – potential volunteers will have the option to subscribe/contribute to
the campaign via the website.
o Main View

o View when additional information has been displayed
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IX.

NEWS & EVENTS
o News
o Main view

o View when the article has been clicked on

o Events
Information in this section is still not available. Once it becomes available it will be displayed
as a calendar.
o Current view
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X.

RESOURCES

Resources section contains information on the promotional material (open to download),
newsletters and press releases.
o Promotional Material – reference and easy download of project’s related visual
material include logos (variations), introductory presentation and other marketing
collateral as they become available

o Newsletter – to be added when the first newsletter has been released
o Press releases – project-related press releases
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XI.

CONTACT

Conventional contact submission form is included with an “I am not a robot” feature as an
alternative to the e-mail contacts given on the footer of the home page.
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XII. PRIVATE PARTNER SPACE
o

Link to the project’s ownCloud (internal partner space) is available via website’s navigation tab

o

View when the link is opened
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XIII. APPENDIX 1: REFERENCES AND RELATED DOCUMENTS
Deliverable 10.3 has been developed in accordance with the provision outlined within the
following related documents:
o NAUTILOS Grant Agreement Nr. 101000825,
o NAUTILOS Consortium Agreement.
Alongside to these key documents, this has been produced following the European
Commission guidelines and templates. Finally, this document will be complementary to other
project deliverables and plans such as D1.1 Report on Management procedures (M2), D10.1
Outreach, Communication & Dissemination Strategy (M2), D1.3 Data Management Plan (M6).
ID

Reference or Related Document

1

NAUTILOS
101000825

Agreement

Nr. NAUTILOS ownCloud

2

NAUTILOS Consortium Agreement

NAUTILOS ownCloud

3

D1.1. Report on Management Procedures NAUTILOS ownCloud

4

D10.1. Outreach, Communication and NAUTILOS ownCloud
Dissemination Strategy

Grant

Source or Link/Location
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